WORKSHOP
BUILDING DESIGN FABRICATION AND TESTING

Two days workshop on “Bridge Design Fabrication and Testing” by Civil Simplified a division of Skyfi Lab was organized by Civil Department, Asians Institute of Technology for Final year students from 11th – 12th November 2014

The resource person was Er. S. Venkatraman (Alumni of IIT-K) who taught the students how the design of bridges being done i.e. various forces acting on the bridges, various loads on the bridges etc. Students from various colleges were also invited to attend the workshop.

Students learnt about how the modeling and designing of bridges are being done on software and how that design is implemented in real life. Students also fabricated their bridge models with wooden sticks and then did their testing by applying load on it.

The students found the workshop to be highly informative and useful. Following team from AIT won the award for “Best Fabrication”

1. Arvind Singh    VII Sem    Civil Engineering
2. Deshraj Meena   VII Sem    Civil Engineering
3. Rituraj Kumar   VII Sem    Civil Engineering

The workshop came to the end with the vote of thanks by Mr. Sahi Ram Jhakar, HOD Department of Civil Engineering.